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Tony Hsieh (Shay), Delivering Happiness 

 

Who’s Tony? 

Tony is the CEO of Zappos as well as an internet entrepreneur and VC. At age 23 he started Link-

Exchange after graduating from Harvard, which was sold to Microsoft for $265 million dollars.  

 

His Takeaways 

Lesson 1: Multilevel Thinking 

Tony thinks through each of his decisions through what I call a multi-level approach. This just means he 

takes what’s on the surface and dives deep into the why.  

He did this with an offer he got for his company LinkExchange. At first he was thinking of what he could 

get from the sale- TV and Condo mainly. He then dug deep and realized he wasn’t even home because 

he loved and was having fun in his business. After realizing his true happiness was growing his business, 

he ended up not selling it.   

 

Application: 5 Why’s 

Borrowed from Toyota’s Lean Production, this forces you to be a toddler and ask why five times before 

you do anything.   

 

Lesson 2: Happiness 

At his core Tony is chasing happiness. He uses multi-level thinking along the way to really understand 

what it is that creates long term sustainable happiness and breaks it down into 4 pillars.   

4 Pillars: 

1: Perceived Control 

At Zappos they make sure there is extreme transparency and vertical opportunities. They do this 

by always providing training that will provide increases in pay.  

2: Perceived Progress 
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At Zappos he realized people needed to feel they were progressing. He did this by setting up a 

program that provided 3 small promotions every 6 months rather than one after a year and a 

half.  

3: Indebtedness 

Indebtedness is having long deep relationships with your friends. At Zappos he tried to figure 

out how to establish these relationships with his teams internally. 

4: Vision 

Vision is feeling like you’re part of something larger than yourself.  

 

Example: The Lottery 

When someone first wins the lottery their happiness skyrockets. However, a year later, they say their 

happiness is exactly like it was before. 

Example: The Snooze 

Two times in his life Tony said he had a really hard time getting out of bed and realized it was because 

he wasn’t loving what he was doing. At Oracle he wasn’t challenged, and at LinkExchange his company 

had grown to the point where people weren’t there for the vision but rather just because it was a job.  

 

Lesson 3: Trust 

The real competitive advantage of a business is trust. Trust internally (culture) and trust externally 

(customers).  

 

External Trust 

Zappos did this through Customer Service. They turned most business’s Achilles heel (customer service) 

and made it their strength.  

How did he do this? 

First: He had all employees take calls. Imagine a CEO taking calls….talk about having a meaning behind 

your business! 

Second: He took away all scripts and upsells. He turned the conversation into just that, a conversation. 
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Third: He implemented their goal: blow away everyone away when they call to establish instant loyalty.  

Fourth: TEST! Tony would call customer service just to ask the most random things- directions, best 

pizza place, etc.  

 

Internal Trust 

Your business is your people, and your people are your culture. However, culture can’t be 

“implemented” or “changed”, rather it is the organic collective of all its people.  

Can you influence it? Of course. Implementing rules or enforcing a dress code are ways to influence. 

However, it’s not a direct relationship, meaning if I do A, B will happen. Instead it’s a very unpredictable 

art rather than a science. 

 

Application:  Culture Book 

The culture book is an unedited (good AND bad) book on everyone’s thoughts of the culture at Zappos. 

Tony emailed everyone telling them to send back an email with what they thought the culture was, 

either with their name or it could be anonymous. 

 

Application: Hiring 

Zappos has an extremely unique hiring process. They value your credentials, but mainly focus on the 

cultural fit.  

They test this by monitoring how you react and treat everyone. It starts with the office assistant and 

ends with the waiter if they take you out for lunch.  

 

Preston’s Warning: Cancer Grows Uncontrollably 

“Leave the seat vacant…just wait…you’ve got to wait until you get the right position for the job…and 

most importantly the right values” 

- Preston Pysh 

Most of the time companies who are in high demand feel like they need to fill the seat. This leaves them 

vulnerable and in most cases they hire somebody just like them instead of fitting the culture. This 

creates the systematic cycle of hiring out of impulse and creates the snowball of a toxic company 

culture.  
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Lesson 4: Think Differently 

“When the crowd is thinking in one direction, Tony is thinking in the exact opposite direction”  

– Preston Pysh 

There’s two examples that nail this: 

(1) Harvard: Tony was taking a bible class he had no intention of going to. When the final came around 

the teacher passed out a 50 question (in depth questions) study guide. Tony, instead of the normal 

student who would quit or spend a week straight studying, innovated. He asked all his classmates to 

answer one of the questions and aggregated these into one collective study guide. It was genius! He 

flipped traditional studying on it’s head, AND passed the class. 

(2) Inversion: Customer service is generally the thorn in a business, and the strategy is limit customer 

service costs as much as possible. Not for Tony, Tony instead made customer service the most important 

part of their business at Zappos.   

 

 


